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Concrete problems. ••

Door opens for
Tech students

•

Alexander recommends changes
Bv

BY
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ALLISON MILLIKAN

(OITOR·IN-CHIEf

Concrete problems with the Regional
Special Events Center have caused
President Kern Alexander to recommend
changes.
Present blueprints call for the RSEC to
have a slick concrete floor on both the
upper and lower levels, with the exception
of the main basketball court in the center.
From the initial planning stages that
began more than four years ago, Murray
State University officials have wanted to
build the $20 million facility so it woUld
have something to offer every student.
Alexander said a slick concrete floor would
limit the use of the center to basketball
"We're trying to figure out where to get
enough money to make the facility usable
to all students," Alexander said. "We'd like
to put a soft surface in the building so it
could function as a recreationlwellness
center.
"We want to get the maximum use out of
the facility - make it truly a community
facility," he said.
·
Alexander said spending extra money on

President Kern Alexander has proposed changes to the existing Regional Special Event
Center plans.
Proposed polyurethane floor
~ Proposed portable hardwood floor

O

Source: RSEC btu

rint

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

a polyurethane floor covering rather than al bid for the soft floor.
the slick concrete would enable students,
"I didn't want to issue bids on the confaculty and staff to enjoy a wide range of crete floor and end up with a building used
activities such as tennis, volleyball, soccer, by 10 people and no one else," he said.
aerobics, badminton, walking and jogging.
Alexander is also 'recommending the cenBefore sending 22 construction bids to' ter have a portable hardwood floor on the
Frankfort, Alexander ordered an additionSee FLOOR/12

University Store
extends hours

E.L. GOLD

MANAGING EoJTOtt

A door has just been opened for Robert Calhoun. He plans
to step through it.
With the articulation agreement signed last week by
1\Jurray State University and West Kentucky State Technical
School, Calhoun, a West Kentucky Tech student from Benton,
will be able to transfer technical course credit into a Murray
State degree program.
Graduates ofWest Kentucky Tech will be awarded between
24 and 30 credit hours toward a Murray State associate of ~ci
ence degree.
The weement is the first of its kind in Kentucky.
"We're real excited about it," said Lee Hicklin, director of
the Paducah technical school. "ln the entire Kentucky Tech
system~ this is the first time we have had euch an agreement
(with a Kentucky university)."
Hicklin said the agreement represents a national trend for
universities to recognize the value of current technical
instruction and a willingness to accept transfer credit from
non-traditional sources. Part of the reason for this trend is
t'he changing structure of education in technical schools.
"'We went to a post-secondary model in 1990," Hicklin said.
"'ur structure is now very similar to a university in course
offerings with a blend of academic and technical training.
"This agreement will allow many, many students to continue their educations after they leave here,"· he said.
See KY TECH/12

KILLIN' TIME

~

it," Baurer said.
He also said the hours will benefit
all students, the community and visitIt is 8:30 p.m. and you just remem- ing alumni as well.
"I think it's a good idea," said Brian
bered you don't have a blue book for
your 8 a.m. essay test. Well, don't Barnes, senior from Grayville, TIL
"My mother has come down in the
worry because you can now use the
past for events such as Parents and
University Store until 9 p.m.
The store has extended its hours. It Alumni Weekend, and the first thing
is now open Monday through Friday, 8 she has wanted to do is go to the booka.m. to 9 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 9 store and it has always been closed.
But now, it will be open and available
p.m.; and Sunday 1 to 6 p.m.
"We had more come in than we to us."
The new change ~-equired the bookexpected for the first night," said
Bobby McDowell, director of book- store to hire two additional evening
managers and seven workers.
store. "We were real pleased."
Another change is the addition of an
The Sugar Cube, across from the
bookstore, is also open the same international newspaper stand. It will
sell papers like The Tenrutssean, The
hours.
These new changes are the result of Chicago Tribune, The Wall Street
President Kern Alexander's bid to Journal, The New York Times, The
make Murrav St.atP. R Reven-dav uni- Washinl!ton Post. and The Times.
Another addition to the bookstore
versity by providing better services.
will
be the Remainder Books section.
*The goal is to provide better serThis
section will have one-to-two-yearvices for the students, increase satisold
books
for sale at reduced prices.
faction levels and ultimately keep stu"I
think
the President is trying to do
dents here," said Jim Baurer, director
stuff
for
the
students, to keep them
of the Curris Center.
here
on
the
weekend,"
McDowell said.
"A lot of universities complain about
"And
if
we
all
work
together
it may
students leaving on the weekend, but I
work."
think we are doing something about

Bv
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I 0 seek senate seats
STAFF REPORT

Elections for the two freshman
senator spots in the Student
Government Association will be
Tuesday, from 8:30a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on the second floor of the Curris
Center.
Election ways and means chairman J . Scott Mcintyre said 10 people applied to have their names on
the ballot.
They are: Katie Childers of Paris,

Tenn.; Catherine Page of Trimble
Tenn.; Ashley Brooks of Benton;
Clay Nichols of Paducah; Clay
McElya of Barlow; Bridget Taylor of
Fulton; Dan Cecil of Newburg, Ind.;
Jennifer Smith of Danville; Tim
Solley of Louisville; and Todd
Collignon of Owensboro.
Applications for the second sena·
tor's spot in the College of Education
must be in the SGA office by 4:30
p.m., Oct. 3. Applicants will be interviewed before the senate, Oct. 5.

News ,

Michelle Stinnett/Staff

Cullen Erbacher, junior from Hopkinsville, relaxes neat' Wilson Hall while waJtJng for class.

Statem~ent
Bv

ALLISON MILLIKAN

EDITOR-IN-CHIEf

More is not always better - espe·
cially when it concerns mission statements.
Until recently, Murray State
University was operating under two
mission statements - one formatted
by ·the Council on Higher Education
and one written by the Board of
Regents.
During the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools' reaccreditation
visit, it was recommended that the
University combine the two statements in order to more clearly convey
its mission.
James Booth, provost and vice president of academic affairs, said several
changes were made during the
process of combining the existing mis-

College Life

BYOB•••

3

A Holocaust
exhibit is on display in the Curris
Center.

sion statements.
"I met with deans and faculty mem"It's an improvement over what we bers in a negotiation process," he said.
had," he said.
"We decided what was permissible
"It gives us focus on international and what was not."
education and identifies general proThe new mission statement will
grammatic areas that we focus our appear in the University catalog and
energy and resources on," he said. "It the faculty .handbook.
also very clearly states that our focus
Although the statement is not somein the learning process is student-cen- thing most students read when begintered." .
ning their education, Booth said stuThe process of combining the mis- dents more than likely choose Murray
sion statements took more than a State because of a program that is
year, he said.
represented in the mission statement.
The Higher Education Review
"Murray State establishes parameCommission established the frame- ters of what our different focuses are,"
work for all universities' mission Booth said. "A student might not have
s tatements so each would contain the read the mission statement, but the
same basic categories.
resources offered at Murray State
Booth, the University's representa- may be why he chose to come here."
tive to the HERC, was responsible for
One new section of the mission
bringing the framework back to statement is "Enhancement of
Murray State and "filling in the Instruction."
blanks."
See MISSION/12

Sports

Holocaust art...

Students voice their opinions
about alcohol
use in a dry
county.

defines mission
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Golf tournament planned

Money still available

Alpha Kappa Psi will be sponsoring a four person scramble golf
tournament at Miller Golf Course on Saturday Oct. 1.
PartiCipants can make their own team or sign up as individuals
and be placed on a team.
The cost is $30 per person, which includes cart and food.
If you are interested in playing, contact Julia Elliott at 7591634 on Sept. 23 to request your tee time.

Make-up senior pictures for the Shield will be taken Oct. 10 12, 8 a.m. - noon and 1- 4 p.m. on the third floor of the Curris
Center.
No appointment is necessary.

Pell Grants are still available to students for the 1994-95
school year.
,
To apply, students need to fill out an application for federal
student aid and a Murray State financial aid application.
Students must mail their applications and then, if qualified,
they will receive blue Pell Grant Student Aid reports which
must be submitted to the Murray State Financial Aid Office. The
payment will be made after the award is processed.
The Pell Gtant is an entitlement program and the money given
to students does not have to be repaid.
Any student eligible will receive the grant.
If any student needs assistance completing the financial aid
forms, he can visit the Financial Aid Office located in the basement of Sparks Hall or call 762-2546.

Donor sign-up slated

Hazel Celebration enters fifth year

Say cheese!

An information booth on the National Marrow Donor Program
will be set up in the Curris Center on Sept. 26- 27. On Sept. 28,
Sharon Luvene from the program will be on campus to sign up
donors.
The project is sponsored by Kappa Alpha Psi. For more information, call Kappa Alpha Psi ptesident Sean Walker at 7624625.

Teacher meetings scheduled
Students planning on student teaching in the fall of 1995 must
attend one of the following meetings: Nov. 16 at 12:30 p.m.,
Barkley Room; Nov. 17, at 4 p.m., Currie Center Auditorium;
Nov. 17 at 7 p.m., Curris Center Auditorium; or Nov. 22 at 4
p.m., Barkley Room.
The deadline for falll995 student teaching applications is Nov.
30. Applications should be turned in at the student teaching
office in Wells Hall, room 233.

Jones receives fellowship
Clifton T. jones, associate professor in the department of economics and finance, received a Presidential Research Fellowship
for the 1994-95 school year.
The fellowship was awarded by the Murray State Committee
for Institutional Studies and Research to analyze the chances of
interfuel substitution in industrial sectors.

Appointees approved
Janice Weaver, dean of the College of Education at, has
approved the appointment of Don Robertson and Eric Kelleher
to the American Humanics Advisory Council
Robertson is associate vice president for student affairs at
:Murray State and Kelleher is director of the Murray Senior
Citizens Center.

The city of Hazel will host its fifth Annual Hazel Celebration
Oct. 1.
Events planned for the day-long celebration include an open
car show, an old fashioned cake walk, a Hazel history exhibit,
arts and crafts booths, a flea market, a quilt raffie, a bicycle raffle, food concessions, live music, free horse and buggy rides and
children's carnival rides.
For more information, call 492-8796.

Robert Greenberg, a graphics and visual effects expert, will
deliver a lecture at the Rochester Institute of Technology Sept.
29 at 6 p.m., which will be shown live, via satellite, in the Freed •
Curd Auditorium of the Martha Layne Collins Center for
Industry and Technology.

Washers still
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Blaine Dam 762-3191
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free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeterta. Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall. Wilson Hall, Business
Building, Faculty Hall. Blackburn Science,
Fine Arts. Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant.
Mason Hall, Waterfield library, Industry
and Teehnology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.
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Associated Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Association, Kentucky
Press Association, and Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association.

• Meeting- Student Law Association, 3:30p.m., Cumberland
Room, Curris Center.
.
• Meeting - AAINA alcohol and narcotics abuse support groups,
6:30 p.m., Cumberland Room, Curris Center.
• Theater - The Foreigner by Larry Shue, 8 p.m., Robert E.
Johnson Theatre. Free with student ID.
• Cinema International- A Taxing Woman, 7:30p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free.

Tricia Richerson

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071 ·3301

.

Thursday, Sept. 29

<PBA National Secretary

m~,~c)
-----~~~~~-Internship
Hours
Study Time
Networking and Socializing Opportunities

Editor in chief ................Allison Millikan
Managing editor .......................E.L Gold
College life editor .................Kelly Hlcb
Sports edltor......................Scott Nanney
Photography editor ..................Jud Cook
Graphics editor ...................Chad Holder
AI:J manager......................Kelly Mcintire
Ad production ...............Greg Tatfartlller
Bustness manager ..........Michele Marin
Viewpoint editor .............Sheldon S1aall

VVednesda~Sept.28

• Exhibition - Sara Pfalzgraf Pryor, baccalaureate exhibition, Eagle
Gallery through Oct. 9.
• Meeting- College Republicans, 4 p.m .• Mississippi Room, Curris
Center.

Allison Burgess

Experience (art, communications,

, EDITORS, MANAGERS

Tuesday, Sept. 27
• Elections - Freshman elections, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., Curris
Center second floor.

Congratt•lations!

Monday-Saturday 8:30 a .m.-11 p .m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-11 p .m.

GET:

HOW TO CALL US
News....................................762-4468
College Life ..........................762·4480
Sports ..................................762-4481
Bulletin Board ......................762·4478
Photography ........................762·4478
Advertising ......... .................762·4478
Vlewpoint. ............................762·4468
Fax .......................................762-3175

• Deadline - Last day to drop any first half-semester course with a
"W' (no penalty). Last day to change any first half-semester class
from credit to audit.
•Interview- Deloitte & Touche, from Nashville, will interview
accounting majors who will complete the 150 hour requirement by
Dec. 1994, May 1995, or Aug. 1995 in the Career Services Office.
Call 762-3735 to schedule an appointment.

75¢

NATIONAL SCOliTING
MUSEUM on campus

.

Monday, Sept. 26

FX lecture

One shift per month for the

762-3190

Saturday, Sept.24
• Yard Safe- Freedom Fest fall city-wide yard sale, 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Maps of locations and descriptions of items to be sold available for
$1 at the Murray Tourism Commission office at the Commerce
Center, 805 N. 12th St.
• Football - Home game vs. Middle Tennessee State, 7 p.m.
• Theater - The Foreigner by Larry Shue, 8 p.m.. Robert E.
Johnson Theatre. Free with student ID.
• Recital- Tina Marie Maderos, senior vocal recital, 8 p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall. Free.

Sunday, Sept. 25

Allen Beane, director of sponsored programs, will offer a series
of courses designed to enhance personal and professional development throughout the fall semester. Presented in cooperation
with the Center for Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach, the courses are part of the Center's community outreach program.
Courses to be offered are: "How to Cope with 'Difficult People,"'
Oct. 5 and 12, 6- 9 p.m.; "Creative Problem Solving," Nov. 7,
5:30 - 9:30 p.m.; and "How to Motivate Employees and Make
Them Feel Appreciated," Sept. 29, 5:30 - 9:30 p.m.
All courses will be held in room 211 of the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry and Technology. Fees are $95 for
each participant, or $80 each for two or more people from the
same company. Early registration is advised. For additional
infonnation, call John Griffen at the office of community education at 762-2160.
·

GIVE:

Contact: Unda Homer

Friday, Sept. 23
• Theater - The Foreigner by Larry Shue. 8 p.m., Robert E.
Johnson Theatre. Free with student ID.
• Cinema International - The Criminal Ufe of Archibaldo de Ia
Cruz, 7:30 p.m., Curris Center Theater. Free.

• Lecture- Dr. Dusan Maneck, visiting instructor of history, will lecture on the orgins of the Baha'i faith , 4 p.m.. Calloway County
Public Library. Free.

New classes offered

VOLUNTEER YOUR
SERVICE AND TIME!
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BYOB: Students speak out on alcohol use
more accidents on the way than
they
can justify for having a dry
SINIOI STAFF W RITER
I think people tend to abuse alcohol
county," Utley said.
"I think it would be a whole
Christy Elliott simply wanted
more here because there is such a
lot
safer if they would have
to have a dinner party for her
negative
stigma
surrounding
it
beer
stores close because I'm
friends. Included in her
gourmet menu, to be served at
sure they pull a lot of people
her off-campus apartment,
John Murrey over and have drunk drivers,"
were angel hair pasta and garRettie said.
Cary Null, senior from Pelcin,
lic bread, items easy enough to
Glasglow senior
find at the corner grocery store.
ill., said he is also concerned
the danger college stuElliott, irregular student
about
from within the perimeters of lated by the parents.
from Stanley, thought it would
dents
face
when going South.
Rettie
said
legal-aged
the Bible Belt, the concept of a
be nice to accompany th~ meal dry county is foreign and con- drinkers in Calloway County
"I seriously think the people
with a red wine, an item impos- fusing.
should be able to regulate their of this town are just stupid if
sible to purchase - legally Chris Rettie, junior from own purchasing of alcohol with- they don't expect college stuin Calloway County.
dents to drink," Null said. "If
Hopkinsville, lived in Germany in the county themselves.
So she was forced, as are as a child because of his
"I think it is pretty unreason- they aren't stupid, then they
hundreds of other Murray father's Civil service job. Rettie able because if you're over 21, know that college students are
State students, to make the said he remembers alcohol you can legally do it and there's drinking and it would be a lot
safer if they did not have to
familiar 20-minute trip South.
being viewed differently in no reason you shouldn't be able
Going South has a special
drive 20 miles South to go get a
Europe than in · western to do it," he said. " Especially if
meaning to Murray State stu- Kentucky.
you're, like, 50 years old and drink."
dents. Going South signifies a
"Every Saturday night, they you want to have some wine
trip to the nearest place where had a big beer tent," Rettie with your steak. There's no rea- Traditional values
students 21-years-old or older said. ''What they did was cook son you should not be able to
Rettie said he thinks the tracan legally buy alcoholic bever- food and have live folk bands. just because you live in ditional values of Murray resiages. People from Murray must All the people in town came. It Calloway County."
dents are the reason why voters
cross into 'l'ennessee to shop for was a big party. There was a lot
cont inue to vote "dry," despite
their
libations
because of alcohol around."
the probability th at many stuEntertainment
Calloway County is "dry."
dents
will choose to bring alcoRettie said he often saw
Brian Utley, senior from
To some students, even those minors drink, but it was reguhol
from
out of the county into
Owensboro, said he believes
the
town.
there would be more opportuni"People know that if there are
ties for fun if alcohol were sold
The price of DUI
college students around, they
in
Calloway
County.
Kentucky's penalties for driving under the influence are among the toughest
"There would probably be are going to drink," Rettie said.
in the nation.
nicer
restaurants, some clubs "College students drink, the
Flnt offense: Automatic 90-day loss of driver's license, $200-$500 fine
with
live
bands," Utley said. "H majority of them , I'm sure. If
and/or up to 30 days in jail, $2 I 7-$227.50 in fees and court costS, and you must
you
go
to
Lexington, you can go you want to party and you want
attend an alcohol treatment program. After 30 days, you may apply for a hard·
ship driver's permit.
downtown and there are all to drink, you're going to go outSecond offe nse: Automatic jail time of seven days to six months. automat·
kinds of bars and places with side the county to drink. That's
1c one-year loss of driver's license, $350-$500 fine, $217-$227.SO in fees and
live music. It would be really what everybody does. They go
court costs, and you must 'attend an alcohol treatment program for a year. No
South."
nice to have some live music."
hardship permit is allowed on this or other offenses.
Utley attributes the prohibiBesides having more forms of
Third offense: Automatic jail time of 30 clays to a year, automatic two-year
tion
of the sale of alcohol to reliweekend
entertainment,
Utley
loss of driver's license, $500-$1,000 fine, $217-$227.50 in fees and court costs,
gion
.
said
he
thinks
having
access
to
and you must attend an alcohol treatment program for a year.
alcohol in town would be safer
"There's just such a religious
Fourth or m ore offense In five yean: This becomes a felony. You will
than driving South.
power here," he said. "It's just a
spend one to five years In prison, lose your driver's license for five years, $2 17$227.50 In fees and court costs and must attend an alcohol treatment program
"I t hin k it's ridiculous religious part of the country
for a year.
because there are probably and that overrides everythihg ."

BY JANICE M.
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Alcohol abuse
"I think people do tend to
abuse alcohol more here
because there is such a negative stigma surrounding it,"
Murrey said.
"I think a lot more people
took their first drink and their
subsequent drinks because it
was the thrill of the chase,"
Murrey said of his hometown.
Responsible drinking is
something Murrey said made
MTSU different from MSU.
"People policed themselves
because there was always alcohol there," Murrey said. "I had

many friends who would drink
a wine cooler at 7 o'clock and
would drink Coke for t he rest of
night and then drive people
home."
"I took my first college drink
among a group of people who
did not shove it down my
throat," he said. "There was no
peer pressure. I took my first
college drink on my own and
there were people there who
made sure I got home safely.
There was a great deal of peer
pressure to act responsibly
among the group of people that
I ran around with."
Murrey said the threat of
being run over by a drunk driver or having an alcohol-related
accident were not true concerns
for him at MTSU.
"One of the benefits of living
in a bigger city with bars and
legalized alcohol was that every
30 to 45 seconds a cab would
drive by and all you had to do
was stumble at it and it would
stop," he said.

Non-Traditional/
Com.m.uter Student

tB)Applications
are available in the
SGA/UCB office

Sponsored By
Student Government Association

Oct. 6 at 7:30 p.m.
RACER ARENA
Tickets:
Available In SGA office
$10 Students with valid MSU ID (limit 2)
$15 General Public
Credit Cards Accepted

~~.a wth wo hfm, "JJ am flu
w~

John Murrey, senior from
Glasglow, attended Middle
Tennessee State University in
Murfreesboro for four years
before transferring to Murray
State. MTSU is in a county that
permits the sale of alcohol.
Murrey, who grew up in a dry
county, said he sees many similarities between his home
county and Calloway.

UNIVERSITY
CENTER BOARD
.. Position Available!!!

Me01bers of the
MSU Ads Club

MSU Health Services offers

Janice Fulps/Staff
Many motorists leaving Tennessee for Calloway County heed this
dire warning and stop at Mac's for one last brew.
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IN OUR OPINION

SGA Pres.
stumps for
RSEC floor

Faculty, alumni

to lure students
The importance of an effective recruitment plan
is apparent. The campus needs students who are
enthusiastic about their educations and about .
Murray State University.
President Kern Alexander has introduced an
ambitious recruiting plan for the University in
which faculty, staff and alumni serve as comerstones.
In order to develop an early relationship with
students, Alexander is encouraging faculty and
staff to become involved by adopting area high
schools. The hope is that these relationships will
develop a pattern of shared resources and ultimately attract more students to campus.
Students interested in Murray State will gain
support through the offices of School Relations,
Admissions and Records and Financial Aid. Each
office will work to make the process of starting
school simpler and more efficient.
We commend the idea of alumni being asked to
represent the University as points of contact for
interested students. The idea is that former students are uniquely qualified to represent the
advantages of a Murray State education.
This cooperative approach to recruitment helps
to set the tone for Alexander's administration. The
student-centered approach bodes well for the
President's office, and we look forward to other initiatives that put the interests of the students in
the forefront.

Bill us, will we pay?
Someone may not have been keeping the needs
of students in mind while drawing plans for the
Regional Special Events Center.
President Kern Alexander believes that an all
concrete floor would limit the usefulness of the
arena for many students. He is seeking a design
change to have the floors covered with a synthetic
surface.
Half a million dollars will need to be raised to
finance the flooring, adding 5 percent to the total
cost of the facility.
Students may have to foot the bill for these
improvements, unless they find other methods of
funding the project.
A $6 increase in the activity fee could be
assessed for up to 10 semesters, beginning when
the arena opens in 1996.
Students may think that $500,000 could be better spent making academic buildings more cushy.
Although the proposal is viable, the current $140
activity fee is enough for students to pay for services that many believe do not benefit them.
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Screen to go dark on film class
Something like 40 students
will miss an opportunity next

spring to broaden their horizons and extend their liberal
arts educations.
They will, in fact, be denied .
,.......,..-----.. that chance by
order of the
chair of a
depart men t
whose mission
should be to
offer students
the
widest
possible range
of
literary
ex p e r i e n c e
during their
stay
at
Murray State.
G OLD
It
was
Managing
a n n ou n ced
Editor
last week that
M i c h a e 1
Cohen, chairman of the English
department, has elected to drop
from the schedule - at least
for the spring semester - the
perennially popular History of
the Cinema course that Helen
Roulston has taught for years
to dedicated movie buffs and
casual seekers of liberal arts
credits.
Just how great a role departmental politics played in the
decision to ax the course is anyone's guess. AB usual, when fac-

ulty squabble, students pay.
Nevertheless, Cohen's stated
reason for nixing the course
was that he thought the cinema
history students were seeing
too many movies - at least in
class.
Roulston said her offer to
modify the class for the spring
semester was turned down flat.
Cohen said revamping the
course content to be, in his
words, "academically responsible" would take longer than the
few days or weeks available
before the spring schedule is
set.
His version of academically
responsible, it seems, involves
rewriting the three-hour elective course to require students
to watch the movies in a 90minute lab and reserve at least
two 50-minute sessions of class
time each week for the presentation of lecture material.
Yeah right.
I like to consider myself a
fairly conscientious student. I
try to keep up my out-of-class
work, and I actually have been
known - occasionally - to
read a textbook chapter before
the in-class lecture.
But I'll be honest: Left to my
own devices, there is no way on
God's green earth that I would
have sat in a lab and watched

La Dolce Vita all they way
through to the end if I hadn't
felt obligated to stay in class for
the discussion afterward.
But I saw it all in class last
spring. I never want to do it
again, but it was an educational experience.
And if Cohen thinks students
of future cinema courses will
develop a yen to sit numbly
each week through extra lab
time, watching the historically
significant (i.e. stunningly boring) films that illustrate cinematic progress, he certainly
must have been barricaded
within the hallowed halls of
unreality far too long.
The fact is, most History of
the Cinema students take the
course as an elective precisely
because they get to watch
movies in class.
That is why the course has
been so popular and successful
under four past department
chairmen. And that is why several hundred of its graduates
now have a greater apprecia·
tion of this modern literary
medium, a greater understanding of a unique means of
expression.
I thought that's what university English departments were
supposed to do.
Obviously, I was wrong.

New start for a reluctant freshman
Picture this. May 27, a beautiful spring day in
the Midwest. A sleepy little lllinois town gathers to send off 140 of its sons and daughters into
the "real world." Some of these sons and daughters will get married, get a full-time job or perhaps go on to college. Of these,
I chose the latter.
So, here I am at good old
Murray State University, a
place of "new beginnings." And
what a beginning it has been!
Four tedious years and I'm
back to being a freshman. Yes,
that wondrous year in schooling, should someone ask what
class you are, the response to
your answer is a sympathetic
"Oh," or hysterical laughter.
Freshman- the people you find
buying elevator tickets or
Reporter
stuffed in trash cans. Now,
once again, I am one.
Fortunately, I attended
Mur:ray State summer orientation. I didn't realize it at the time how much help Summer 0
would be. First of all, I made great friends- people who were in the same seemingly sinking boat

as myself. Secondly, I familiarized myself with
the college environment. I was able to find my
classes the frrst day without asking for directions (more than once). Lastly, if anyone should,
Heaven forbid, mistake me as an upperclassman, I have a T-shirt that gives the date of my
Summer 0 attendance. Hence, screaming to the
student body, "Hi, I'm a freshman. Yes, I am."
Well, August rolled around and moving day
had arrived.
Registration was not a problem. A long time
was spent in lines, but that was to be expected.
I did feel like cattle proceeding to slaughter. ·
Upon arriving for class, a new dawning
appeared upon the horizon. I was going to have
to study. Not just skim the chapter and hope for
the best, but actual knuckle-down, hard core,
gears down and welded, studying.
"Turn out the lights, the party's over," or at
least that's what I thought. I have theorized
though, through much meditation and caffeine
intake, that if a person refuses food, sleep, studies in the afternoon, socializes at night, and
crams at three a.m. for the IDC 101 exam, he or
she might just pass. An emphasis on the word
"might."

To the Editor:
Some of you may be wondering why the College Courts
tennis courts were replaced
with the new practice football
fields. The Murray State
University Regional Special
Events Center is going to be
built where the old practice
football field was located:
This new athletic center, as
proposed, will have a permanent wooden floor with concrete underneath. The upper
level of the sports center will
contain the same slick concrete .
floor with a running track and
capacity for at least four basketball courts. The slick concrete floor will not allow the
surface to be used for many different athletic events. The center will mainly be limited to
basketball, because the concrete is very hazardous to student safety.
Murray State raised $2 million in private contributions
from the public, and the state
of Kentucky matched this with
$18 million, for a total of $20
million for the new center. This
proposed center will not yield
itself to intramural activities
or any other recreational activities. This is why a synthetic
surface is needed.
President Kern Alexander
has come to different student
groups to discuss a new proposition for the Regional Special
Events Center. He is proposing
the installation of a tartan or
other synthetic surface. This
type of surface can be used for
basketball, indoor soccer, tennis, volleyball, running, jogging and aerobics. It will provide many different athletic
options for Murray State students, faculty and staff.
The proposition being introduced to students consists of a
portable wooden floor to go
over the synthetic surface.
The center is aimed at
"regional events," which means
activities other than merely
intercollegiate athletics. The
arena will be utilized for many
different events including
intramural, concerts, trade
shows and various informal
recreational events. The upper
level of the center will also be
covered in the synthetic sur'
face.
Along with this new proposal comes an obstacle - the
University budget. There is not
enough money in the budget to
fund the $500,000 that will be
required to install the tartan
surface. To make the Regional
Special Events Center safe and
diverse for Murray State students, it may be necessary at
some point in the future to levy
an additional $6 fee a semester
on the activity fee for full-time
students and a $3 fee a semester for part-time students. The
building is projected to be completed in the fall of 1996.
Should an additional fee be
necessary for this purpose, it
would not be levied until the
fall of 1996. Consequently, only
those students who will benefit
from the new facility will pay
the additional fee. The fee will
be discontinued after a maximum of five years, or until the
center surface is funded. The
expectations would be for the
payout a period of less than
five years. When the new
Special
Evente
Regional
Center surface is paid for, thE
additional $6 fee will be delet·
ed.
The new sports center will
be open to all Murray StatE ,
students free of charge. A stu·
dent policy committee will bt
formed to establish rules an(
regulations concerning usag«
·of the center.
Brian Van Hom
SGA Presiden·
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In Search of Thoroug hbreds
'

Plan utilizes all
~~. constituencies
b~

f'

will be used in future
University
publications to
attract
students.
.
Within
a
few
weeks,
00
"We want to appeal to stuMurray State University will
8 ..
dents with an image that is full
activate its newest recruitment
of energy," Alexander said.
e.r; plan and send faculty, staff,
Students who currently
·£>£.. alumni and students In Search
attend Murray State will also
·n of Thoroughbreds.
be asked to participate in the
"t'Yr
The Board of Regents
recruitment
effort.
I
unanimously approved the
Alexander
said MSU stualo; plan at its last meeting. The
dents
are
the
most
important
b~ plan was one of President Kern vide," he said.
device
the
University
has to
·a Alexander's first recommendaAlexander's plan calls for
recruit.
He
hopes
students
who
n tiona upon arriving at Murray many new methods of recruitconvey
a
positive
image
of
the
e~rit State.
ment, one of which is to take
University
in
their
hometowns
-li~
Board chairman Sid Easley advantage of the University's will help attract new students.
called the plan "most impres· national equine reputation to
"Everybody can benefit
sive" and said it was one of the sell the University to prospec- from the plan which will result
•
best plans he had seen during tive students.
in more money and enhanced
his tenure on the Board.
It also calls for the revital- programs," Alexander said.
_.If the faculty, staff and ization of an existing Murray
In addition, the plan calls
board work together, it is State symbol, the thorough- for new marketing strategies
unlimited what we can do and bred.
such as capitalizing on radio
the opportunities we can proThe thoroughbred symbol and television audiences.
n.i

BY ALLISON MILLIKAN
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EDITOR•IN·CHI£F

jud Cook/Photo editor

Hurray State University President Kern Alexander reviews the University's newest recruitment
plan, which he hopes will result in an increase of 140 students from t he recently expanded incentive grant cou nties by the fall of 1995. His plan is expected to result In a tuition gain of more than
$715,000 despite the incentive grants. Alexander's plan calls for all constituencies of the campus,
including students, faculty, staff' and administrators, to work collaboratlvely to attract new stu·
dents.
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:· Faculty, staff seek prospects
BY JANICE M.

fULPS

; . SENIOR STAFf WRITtR

J,

Roads Scholars will soon be blazing
recruitment trails to local high schools in a
~ . 22-county area.
'lv
Roads Scholars, the code name for multi\ disciplinary teams of volunteer faculty and
"\\) staff from every department on campus
slated to visit high schools in the region for
recruitment and KERA.-related purposes
--o" later this semester, is the marketing brain
:.... . child of President Kern Alexander.
-.u
James Booth, provost and vice president
of academic and student affairs, describes
-c t the Roads Scholars program as a service
c. project to the institutions of secondary
education, as well as a relationship-developing task for MSU.
3£.
"We are putting together a survey that
t I! we will send to the public schools in an
'{ effort to determine their most pressing
needs," Booth said.
Y~n Although the survey has not been
'1: \

h

released yet, Booth said high schools are
already offering information.
"We have had some high schools or dis·
tricts contact us already telling us what
some of their needs are," he said. "We'll be
sending teams out to those schools right
away- probably within weeks."
Roads Scholars does not yet have a coordinator, but already has many volunteers
willing to adopt a high school.
"The big responsibility comes at the outset with getting everybody organized," he
said. "We really don't have many people on
campus who are underemployed, so trying
to pull somebody out of what they're currently doing or asking them to volunteer to
this above and beyond is asking an awful
lot."
The first Roads Scholars teams will start
their activites by shadowing high school
teachers to get a sense of what kind of
problems high school teachers are confronting in their disciplines, Booth said.
"What we really want to do is not say,

'here are six areas in which we can provide
assistance," he said. "We want to take it on
a school-by-school basis."
In an effort to let the administrators and
educators of the high schools know what
the Roads Scholars of Murray State have
to offer them, Booth said a directory of
MSU faculty and their areas of expertise
will be available to them by next semester.
"If we could get that in the hands of
superintendents and principals, they could
go through this directory and say, 'we
would like for Professor X to come out and
make a presentation to our biology class, or
work with our leadership training, or our
student government association," he said.
In order to solicit more volunteers to be
Roads Scholars, Booth said an invitation
will be sent to faculty members asking
them to volunteer and identify the schools
they are interested in.
"Then we will designate teams," Booth
said. "Then we'll get rolling."

h

~: Offices

to participate in plan

..... BYANGELA SCHADE

idence halls. If more students
are living in the residence halls
and using meal plans, there
will not be as high an increase
in cost as in the past, Bryan
said.
"This will provide a good economic base that will help
future growth: he said.

AsSISTANT MANACINC EDITOR

Paul Radke and his band of
recruiters will be beating the
• • pavement soon, going to area
high schools and encouraging
prospective students to come to
lb.. Murray State University.
bRadke, director of school
·U relations, said his office will be
~c on the front line in the the
\"V implementation
of
the
"'CL
University's new recruitment
01
plan.
The School Relations Office
5
will be actively involved with
recruiting students from the
incentive grant counties and
oo mailing information to new
j,
target markets in high populas.rl1 tion areas, he said.
"<,lf'
"The biggest change is the
Jt1 addition of primary recruit'(6\ ment area," Radke said, since
flnt 21 counties will be added.to the
~oc.. incentive grant program for
srl next year.
..- • I The office will frequently
s.rl assist the Road Scholars facula • ty and staff in visiting area
... high schools to start an on·
going relationship.
:,•
In addition, the staff will cont tinue mailing information to
prospective students.
The School Relations Office
'J.1 contacts about 10,000 stu• den.ts, visits 500 high schools
and serves as hosts to about
2,500 visitors to the campus
each year, he said.
"This is an innovative and
unique program that is right in
r. line with the philosophy of
a

I

j

Financial Aid

Allison Millikan/Staff
School relations representative Alaina McCoy discusses e nroll·
ment procedures with prospective student C had Gulick o f
Newburgh, Ind.

KERA to develop partners
between secondary schools and
higher education," Radke said.
"We will do our part to help.
Wfhis will make Murray
State visible to a lot more individuals," Radke said. "It will
make us busier, but that's okay
because that's what we are
here for."
Admissions
The Admissions and Records
Office is involved with every
project in the new recruitment
plan, but it is most involved
with school relations.

Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and registrar, said the
School Relations Office will
have the most work added,
since it has more areas to
cover, but it will also get help
from faculty and alumni.
However, admissions will
also have added work. Bryan
said most of it will be paper·
work, because the University is
sending out information to
more prospective students
than usual. •
An increase in student
enrollment can be a positive
sign for those living in the res-

The Student Financial Aid
Office's new goals that were
devised with the recruitment
plan can be a helpful sign to
Murray State students.
Johnny McDougal, director
of financial aid, said the office
is working to simplify the
application process, increase
the number of students receiving financial aid and give earlier notification of financial
awards.
"We are now assessing
whether it will be a changing
or adding task," McDougal
said. "We have every intention
of doing these things."
McDougal said to increase
the number of students who
receive financial aid, information will be made more widely
available so there will be a
larger pool of applicants. The
Student Financial Aid Office
will follow up on students who
filed in the spring, but did not
complete their application in
the fall.
''We want to maximize the
financial aid available to students and the aid families have
to look at and consider,"
McDougal said.

Alumni to send
students this way
BY JENNIFER WOHLLEB

are more familiar with our
programs."
Julian said they are parAlthough the stables of ticularly looking for the
Murray State University help of alumni who are eduare
fairly
full,
the cators themselves.
,
University is searching for
~e want to work closely
more thoroughbreds - this with them by keeping them
time with the help of alum- informed of programs at
ni.
Murray State," she said.
The Board of Regents has
passed President Kern "
It gets alums
Alexander's
aggressive
Involved with
recruiting plan, and the
recruiting in a
Office of Development and
Alumni Affairs is beginning
personal way. "
to mobilize its forces to help
recruit students from all
Carol Julian
parts of the country.
Chuck Ward, development and alumni affairs "We'r e· making sure they
director, said his office had are familiar with what we
already beg'!.lD formulating have to offer and keeping
jdeas to use alumni when them supplied with materiAlexander presented his als about Murray State that
plan.
they can give to their stu"I had already checked dents."
into programs at other
Ward said there are about
schools," he said.
42,000 Murray State alumWard said he made Carol ni to use for recruiting.
Julian, assistant director of
"We ask them to encourdevelopment and alumni age their children, grandaffairs, responsible for children and the children of
establishing the search for their friends to come to
thoroughbreds.
Murray State," he said. "For
Julian said the plan is the first time there are
multi-faceted,
including incentives for alumni tO
having alumni cover college send their kids here. We
fairs in distant areas, iden- now have the alumni family
tify prospective students grant for out-of-state stuand host receptions for dents."
them.
The Board passed the
"It gets the alums grant which takes $2,000 off
involved with recruiting in the tuition of immediate
a personal way:' she said.
family members of alumni.
Ward used an example of "It is similar to incentive
a student from Lexington grants for students from
who has shown interest in border
counties," Julian
Murray State as a way for said.
alumni. to get involved with
Julian said the next phase
recruiting efforts.
of the plan is to mail cards
"We11 contact an alum in to alumni, which they can
Lexington who can get in send back with the names
touch with that student and and addresses of prospec·
encourage them to come tive students .
here," he said. "They can
"Along with these cards
tell the student about will go newsletters to
Murray State. This is a way inform people of new proalumni can solidify the grams here," she said. S h e
efforts of school relations."
said the level of enthusiasm
Ward said his office is has been overwhelming.
identifying, recruiting and
"We've already received
training alumni who will one card and they haven't
help recruit students.
even been mailed out yet,"
"We're really focusing on she said. "We anticipate a
the younger alumni, who've good response, and with the
been out about 10 years or enthusiasm I've received, I
less," he said, "They identify think people will take the
with students better, and time to get involved."
SENIOR STAFf WIUTB
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Support Services offers helpful programs
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Seniors happy with MSU education
BY REV CRAIG
AssiSTANT CollEGE LIFt

Information from the 1994 senior survey
shows that more than 97 percent of the
1994 graduating class of Murray State
University was satisfied with the knowledge they acquired in their major or area.
Total satisfaction was expressed by 52.6
percent of the class. Another 44.6 percent
was somewhat satisfied.
Questions about advisers, degree completion time, quality of instruction, majors,
work experiences and recommendations
were also contained in the survey. The survey group consisted of 7 46 seniors.
The majority of the class, 85.3 percent,
was satisfied with their advisers. Only 10.2
percent indicated any dissatisfaction.
Excluding summer and non-enrolled
periods, 54.2 percent of the class worked on
or off campus. Of those working, 25.1 percent worked both on and off campus.

In a recent survey conducted by Student Affairs, 746
graduating seniors were asked to rate the overall
quality of Instruction at the University.
70 -

--~

irt

associate vice-president of student affairs.
"They were asked questions about campus life and career service options," Young
said. "They were also asked to name any
faculty or staff whom they found to be particularly heipful.

SENIOR SURVEY

EorrOR

-

67.56%

80· - - - - --

"Those people named by the students are
sent memos," he said.
Young said the survey is used to address
areas seniors say need improvement.
"We do this because we want graduating
students to contribute to the future of
Murray State, not only with donations, but
also by asking prospective students to
come to the University for their education,"
he said.

50
'10 30 20 -

The 1994 senior survey was given to
seniors when they applied for their
degrees, said Mike Young, assistant to

If this year's survey is any indication of
Murray State's future, Young should have
no worries. Asked it they would recommend the University to prospective students, 85.9 percent indicated they would.
Calories
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Roast Beef Deluxe

294
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Roast Chicken Deluxe
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Roast Turkey Deluxe

260
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LIGHT SANDWICHES

93 DAYS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

each
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At Arby's we know that healthy eating ts here to stay. That's why
we offer a complete light Menu featunng a varietr of productS that
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are not only delicious but, also more nutritious. A menu mcludmg
sandwiches featunng delictous roast chicken, turkev and
lean and tender roast bee.£. Served on toasted mulu:gram
buns wuh juicy tomatoes, crisp lettuce and light mayo.
Each 94% fat free (by wetgbt) and under 300 calories.
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Saturday, Sept. 24 -7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions of
items to be sold are available for $1 in the
Murray Tourism Commission Office at the
Commerce Centre, 805 N. 12th St. on
Sept. 23 from 8:30 a.m. - 4 :30 p .m. and
Sept. 24 from 6 a.m. - Noon.
For more information, call 753-5171
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(behind Winslow
Cafeteria)
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10:20 p.m.

Bring a
blanket &
enjoy the
fun!!!
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Any Light Sandwich
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Monday - Thursday 6-11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 6 p.m.-midriight
\ Sunday 8-11 p.m.

\

~
expires 1on

,
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Oct. 1

Oakhurst
Lawn
1 - 3 p.m.

$5 per person
(reservations only)
Entertainment by

Murray
Dixieland band
& Teresa

Racer
Football·
Murray State
vs .. UT-Martin

Stewart Stadium

7 p.m.

t

-

with MSU 10

1.99

Sept. 30

Great
College
Drive-In
Movie

ct993 Atby's Inc
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fJJ7 N. 12th • 753-8841
plus...

10% Student Discount everyday
20% off on Thursday with MSU ID
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Ticket info:
(502) 762-4895
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Holocaust horrors remembered
BY REY CRAIG
AssiSTANT COU£c£ LIFE EotToa

To commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the liberation of
the Nazi concentration camps,
the Humanistic Studies College
Forum Committee will sponsor
a year-long program titled
Ordinary People:
The
Individual and the Holocaust.
"It is a way to commemorate
the 50th anniversary of the end
of World War 11 while reminding us that the evils we fought
that war to end are very much
with us today in the Balkans,
Africa and elsewhere," said
William Schell, committee
member and assistant professor of Latin American history.
The HSCFC hopes to challenge members of the Murray
State University community to
come to grips with the mentality of the oppressors as well as
the pain of their victims.

Michelle Stinneu/Staff

"We hope people will see in
the events of today, the horrors
of the past, and recognize that
it is the duty of every individual to condemn genocide in all
its forms," Schell said.
"I think people have more
interest in the subject since the
movie, Schindler's List," said
Heather Heflin, senior from

Cha rle s Bone, sophmore from Wickliffe. examines one of the many pencil sketches d epicting the
horrors of t he Ho locaust.
Paducah.
shown in the Curris Center say, it is my duty to testify to
The year-long program will Eagle Gallery. The exhibit is a the horrors of the Holocaust in
include art exhibits, films and series of drawings documenting my drawings so that it should
lectures.
Kadar's experiences in Nazi never happen again," Kadar
An exhibit by artist Gyorgy concentration camps from 1944 said.
Kadar,
"The
Haunted to 1945.
Albert Sperath, director of
Imagination: New Holocaust
"Even
though
this
work
University
galleries, saw to the
I mages" is currently being
depresses me more than I can accommodations for the show-

Imaginary village comes
to life through artifacts
BY SABRINA TYLER
STAFF W RITER

Imagine colorful fresco paintings, pottery, hieroglyphics,
even a wall from an ancient
temple.
Now, imagine being able to
see these artifacts, free of
charge, on Murray State's campus.
Well, you can quit imagining.
These artifacts, an artist's rendering of an imaginary culture,
are on display in the Eagle
Gallery.
of
an
"Reconstruction
Aazudian Temple" is a traveling art exhibit from the Hokes
Archives in .Knoxville, Tenn.
The curator and director of
the Archives, Beauvais Lyons,
will be giving a gallery tour of
the exhibit Sept. 22 at 2 p.m.
The tour will be followed by a
reception at 6 p.m. and a slide
lecture at 7 p.m.
The lecture will be given by
Lyons,
and
is
titled
"Archaeological Fiction and
Parady." It will be held in Room
423 of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
According to a brochure introduction from the Hokes
Archives Collection on the
exhibit, "This exhibition is an
archaeological fiction. It probes
the relationship of the totally
creative aspect of art to the
somewhat creative aspect of
archeological interpretation."
The imaginary Aazudian civilization occupied the upper
Euphrates River bank near

ing of the exhibit.
"At the beginning of the
semester, Dr. Schell came and
asked us if we had room for the
exhibit," Sperath said.
Peggy Schrock, assistant professor of art history, gave a presentation on the Kadar exhibit.
She said the drawings being
shown were done in 1988.
"The drawings are actually
based on earlier drawings he
did in 1945 and 1946," Sperath
said. "The drawings are very
expressive and meant to have
an impact on the viewer. The
exhibit is taken from part of a
larger collection at Vanderbilt
· University."
Heflin said the exhibit should
be interesting to students.
"The Holocaust is part of history and people should learn
about it," she said. "You might
find out something about the
Holocaust that you did not
know before."
Jennifer Watson, freshman
from Princeton, said the exhibit made her appreciate life and
its rewards.
"The artwork was very compelling," she said. "It makes
you realize that the frustrations of everyday life are nothing compared to the horrors of
the Holocaust."

BY REY CRAIG

Rack up another one for Alpha Gamma
Delta. Or to be .more correct, rack up another
two for the sorority.
On June 26, the local chapter received the
Jewel Award for raising over $2,000 for the
Alpha Gamma Delta foundation.
Michele Owens, president of Alpha Gamma
Delta and senior from Henderson, said the
f!Orority received the award at the sorority
leadership conference, the TLC, held June 24
-27 in Louisville.
"The award is given to chapters that raise
over $2,000 for the Diabetes Foundation," said
Kerri Bates, philanthropy 'chairman and
junior from Santa Claus, Ind. "The money will
be used for diabetes research and scholarships
for diabetics who don't have enough money to
pay for college."
Only 13 chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta
received the Jewel Award.
Other chapters that received the award are:
Ohio University, University of Washington,

Iraq and Syria from 3500 to
2000 B.C.
They were an extremely
advanced civilization in the
area ofhorticulture.
"It was a pretty carefree,
happy-go·lucky culture," said
Albert Sperath, director of the
University galleries.

Various artifacts are on display, from paintings and vessels to the reproduction of a
wall from the Immudab
Temple.
Excavation photographs and
sketchings of the people associated with discovering the cuiture are also in the exhibit.

BY KELLY

I. HICKS

COLlfGE LIFE EDITOR

Students waiting to
move back into Woods Hall
will have to be patient a
little while longer.
The renovation ofWoods
Hall is still in the planning stages and the project
will not be completed until
the spring semester of
1996.
"We have had two meetings with contractors,"
said David Blackburn,
associate director of housing, "but right now nothing
has been decided and we
still have several proposals to look at.
"Right now we don't
know what we are going to
do with it as far as what
the new floor plans will
be," Blackburn said, "and
we are waiting for someone to come up with something we can afford."
Although no exact cost
has
been
settled,
Blackb~ estimates the
project to be $4 million.

Alpha Gamma Delta
honored for exceptional
philanthropy work
ASSISTANT COLLECE LIFE EDITOR

Michelle Stinnett/Staff
Shane Grego ry, junior from Mayfield, admires the craftsmanship
Involved In the creation of these ancient make believe treasures.

Two year
wait on
Woods

Pennsylvania State University, University of
Georgia, Washington State University,
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Eastern
Illinois University, Troy State University,
University of Pittsburgh at Johnson, Western
Kentucky
University,
University
of
Montevallo and the University of Alabama at
Birmingham.
Brooke Offutt, junior from Nortonville, said
sorority members are pleased about receiving
the award.
"We are very honored since only 13 chapters
won the award," Offutt said. "Coming from a
small town like Murray, it made us feel really
proud."
In addition to the Jewel Award, the sorority
received the Greek Excellence Award. Owens
said the award is given mainly for programming activities.
"The winning of the awards reflects positively on the sorority,• Bates said. "'t shows
that there is more to Greek life. Alpha Gamma
Delta's structure is designed to develop leadership skills and cont;ribute to the community."

MAKIN' SOME COPIES

Gentlemen on campus
join greek ranks
B Y MICHAEL

0.

jOHNSON

STAff WRITER

A new "gentlemen's fraternity" has joined the Greek ranks
at Murray State University.
Alpha Sigma P hi is now a fraternity here, and they are on
the move.
Founded in 1845, at Yale
University, Alpha Sigma Phi is
the lOth oldest fraternity
founded. It will be initiated at
Murray on Oct. 7, and a chartering banquet will follow on
Oct. 8.
"The fraternity started out as

-.olr_,.

a colony of 60 potential members, and the numbers came
down to 43, which is the current number of members," said
Bob Hayes, correspondence secretary. "We want to be recognized as a gentlemen's fraternity here at Murray State."
Alpha Sigma Phi has already
started its community service
work. Last semester, each
member donated an hour of his
time to assist teachers at local
schools by tutoring in their
classrooms.
"We would like to thank all
Greek organizations for their

--- --

support over this past year as
we have been going through the
process of becoming a fraternity," Bob Hayes said.
Officers for Alpha Sigma Phi
are Michael Krisp, president;
Jason Barnett, vice president;
Ben Johnson, secretary; Bob
Hayes, correspondence secretary; and Monty Collins, treasurer.
The fr aternity chose Paul
Radke, director of school relations and Mike Young, assistant associate vice president for
student affairs, as their fraternity advisers.

-

Gene Snowden
Amy Ptucknett, Copy Ex pre ss mana ger, de monstrates how to use the book binding machine to.
Barbie Drury. Copy Express Is located In the fi rst floor of the Business and Public Affairs
Build ing o ffers many se rvices t o studen ts including passport Identifications.
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MTV promotes 'Smart Sex'
STAFF RErottT

MTV will premiere a onehour special featuring a cross
section of young adults who
openly discuss their sexual
attitudes, choices and experiences from their first sexual
encounters to becoming secondary virgins to using condoms.
Hosted by Christian Slater,
"Smart Sex" airs Tuesday,
Sept. 27, at 9 p.m. and provides
young adults with an inside
look at how their peers are handling sexual choices in the age
of HIV and other sexually
transmitted diseases.
"Smart Sex" features young
adults from across the country
talking to each other about
relationships, about what people are doing and not doing and
about self-respect.
"Smart Sex" features 11

young people, straight and gay,
in a variety of sexual relation·
ships: single and safely playing
the field; promiscuous and
refusing to use condoms; HIVpositive and practicing safer
sex; and choosing abstinence.
"In presenting 'Smart Sex' on
MTV, we hope to raise awareness among young adults about
making safer sexual choicest
said MTV president Judy
McGrath, president in a release
issued to the media. "By sharing some of these young adults'
stories with our viewers, we
hope to encourage them to take
steps to protect themselves."
To encourage young adults to
talk openly about the issues
discussed in "Smart Sex,"
national and local AIDS and
STD service organizations
around the country will boat
viewing events in their communities. Following the initial air-

ing on MTV, the program will
be promoted to commercial,
cable and public television stations for additional broadcasts
throughout the year. The program will also be made available in modules for use in education programs.
According to a press release
from the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention, by age
20, 86% of men and 77% of
women have had sexual intercourse; however, only 17% of
heterosexuals age 18 and older
who have multiple sex partners
always use condoms.
In 1992, AIDS became the
second leading cause of death
among persons ages 25-44.
Since then, AIDS became the
leading cause of death for men
ages 25-44 and the fourth leading cause of death for women in
this age group.

Student news magazine
begins program season
segment with movie clipa and entertainment
news will also be featured.

BY SABRINA TYLER
STAFFWII1U

TV-ll'slnfoweekly program aired Thursday
at 6 p.m. lnfoweekly, a news magazine pro~ covering local news, has entered another season of up-to-t}le.;minute news coverage.
Completely student-run, lnfoweekly is hosted by Maria Tsataros, freshman from
l-ouisville, and produced by Clll'Y Null, senior
from Pekin, Dl.
Several ne• features have been added to
the program thiayear. ocsports Spotlight», a 35 minute interview each week with a different
sports guest, will be hosted by Nathan
Higdon, freshman from Fancy Rann.
•Regular Commentary... hosted by Lee
Blair, sophomore from Paducah, and a new

"Where
Dbdeland Cent•

uour Ideas

tum to gold. ..
7S9-1141

Vacancy for a Senator

...... CLIFFS QUICK REVIEWS~
~------;~~

in the

.A

You will need it - get it nt?w ~,

. College of Education
.~

Join the growing number of your classmates
who stay for graduate study at Murray State
and give yourself a better opportunity for:
1.

2.
Dixieland SIC

lnfoweekly will be rebroadcast Thursday at
9:30p.m.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

Seniors

The Book Rack

"We're focusing on Murray State,• Null said.
"Nowhere else can you find the interviews we
bring, as well as news coverage for this particular University."

. •' ·~.
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When you need help preparing for a test. think Quick. Cliffs
Quick Reviews are the new study guides from the leader in
study guides: Cliffs Notes.
Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid
understanding of introductory college
courses. They are perfect for use as general
course notes and for review before quizzes,
midterms and finals.
Do better in the classroom, and on papers
and tests with Cliffs Quick Reviews.

News anchors for the semester will be
Nicole Canter, junior from Mayfield, and
Heather Higdon. Tim Solley, freshman :from
Louisville, is the new spotta anChor, while
Laurel Ripley, junior from Roswell, Ga., will
be featured as the weatherperaon.
lnfoweekly backup will be done by Nicole
Borre, freshman from Evansville. Auditions
were held for all positions.

$..

A higher beginning salary that Is
v
compounded throughout your career •
Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement
Contact your departmental graduate coordinator or
call the graduate admissions office at 762-3756 for
details.

• Freshman are eligible
To apply,
pick up applications In the
Stude-nt Government Association
omce.
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LIFE HOUSE CARE CENTER FOR WOMEN

Free

11

Now open Tuesdays until8 p.m. '

Pregnacy Tests
(All Services Confidential)

Across From I & T Building
753-0700
1506 Chestnut
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Congratulations
Rushees!
We can't wait to see you
tonight at 5 p.m.
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Welcome Back MSU Students

The Order of Omega,
Greek Leadership Honor Society,
is now accepting appHcations for
membership for the Fall of 1994.
The following criteria must be met
prior to the consideration of an
·
appHciltion:

Please present your
student ID while placing
your order and receive a ...

10°Al
discount
Not valid with any other offer

The Best Value In Town!

-r~~r

•2. 75 cumwative grade polnt average

.
•Junior or Senior Status
•Demonstrated,.ershlp in thetri:@ek organization
l •:
.•.• .;. <:(~

-~-~~

~ . picked up ln Rosa
~ · Meloan'a office,
AppUcatlons maybe
Career serv.tces. 218 Oi4way BaD.
AppUcatlons muat·be returned no later thaD noon.
Tuesday, oct..,4-, ,to Ro.,_,KelOBJ!'s ofBce.
If you have any que~tiOJis, contact~ Meloau at 2906
or TraCt Forbes at 895lo.
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Next To Campus!
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SPORTS
.
Racers set to battle Blue Raiders
OVC leaders clash
BY SCOTT NANNEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Glen Eversley, sophomore running back from Radcliff, waits Intensely for his tum to test his mettle In practice. Eversley Is just one of several Racer running backs on this year's squad. The Racers
will battle the No. 22 ranked Middle Tennessee State Blue Raiders Saturday at 7 p.m. at Stewart
Stadium.

When
Murray
State
University's football team
takes the field at Stewart
Stadium Saturday night, it bas
the opportunity to do what no
other Racer squad has accomplished in seven years.
If the Racers are able to defeat
Middle Tennessee State, it will
mark the first time since 1987
that the Racers have held first
place in the Ohio Valley
Conference standings through
the first two weeks of the conference schedule.
"It will put us in the driver's
seat if we win this one," said
Racer head coach Houston
Nutt.
If the Racers are to gain a leg
up on their conference foes,
they will have to stop a very
dominant Blue Raider squad
led by stmior quarterback Kelly
Holcomb and senior tailback
Kippy Bayless.
"They have a great quarterback and a great tailback,"
Nutt said. "Middle Tennessee
is on the same level as Western
Kentucky."
The Blue Raiders, ranked No.
22 by The Sports Network,
come into Saturday's contest

Satur~ay

with a 1-1 record and tied with
the Racers atop the OVC standings at 1-0.
Junior defensive lineman Jeff
Hornack said the Racers have
to work hard if they expect to
beat Middle Tennessee.
"We've been working hard on
our techniques in preparation
for the game," be said. "They
are a real good football team."
Sophomore tailback David
McCann said the Racers would
like to gain a little revenge
after a 45-3 loss to the Blue
~derslastseason.

"We went down there and
gave the game to them last
year," be said.
McCann said the Racers need
to be more careful with the ball
on offense in order to win the
game.
"We have to take care of the
ball and our offense needs to be
in better shape than their
defense," he said. "I think we
can out hit them."
Nutt said the Racers must
make first downs and hang on
to the ball if they are going to
stay in the game.
-rhey are just an extremely
talented bunch," he said.
"We're going to have to take
care of the ball and make sure
we play fundamentally sound."

MSU earns road victory over SEMO
BY ScoTT NANNEY
SPORTS EDITOR

One sign of a good football
team is when it can bounce
back from a difficult loss with a
big win the following week .
That is just exactly what
Murray State University's
Racer football squad did when
it avenged a Sept. 8 loss to
Western Kentucky with a
thn11ing 23-16 come from
behind win over Southeast
Missouri last weekend in Cape

Girardeau.
The victory helped the Racers
move into a first-place tie with
Middle Tennessee State in the
Ohio Valley Conference standings after the first week of conference play.
'"This was a real big win for
us," said Racer head coach
Houston Nutt. "Anytime you
can go on the road and come up
with a win, it's a big confidence
boost."
Sophomore tailback David
McCann capped ofT the Racer

victory with a 26-yard touchdown run with 1:17 left in the
game. He finished the night
with 96 yards rushing to highlight the Racer attack.
Junior quarterback Benji
Bona capped off a solid performance with 12 completions for
136 yards passing.
Freshman linebacker Ronnie
Merritt earned the OVC's
Newcomer of the Week award
by leading the Racer defense
with eight tackles in the game.
Merritt said the key to the

Racer victory was holding
SEMO All-American tailback
Kelvin "Earthquake" Anderson
to just 92 yards rushing in the
contest.
"The big factor in the game
was to stop 'Earthquake'
Anderson," ~e said. "Our game
plan was to stop him and make
their offense throw the ball."
Junior tight end Xavier
Shepard, who caught two passes for 24 yards, said it was very
big for the Racers to get off to a
good start in the conference

standings.
"It was a very big win for us,"
he said. "It is very important
that we concentrate and take
one game at a time."
Nutt said the Racers stepped
up in the absence of defensive
standouts Anthony Hutch and
Ramon Okoli.
"It makes all your injuries and
woes a lot easier," he said.
"Our guys stepped up and
played on another level. All of
our guys did their jobs and
showed a lot ofcharacter."

Lady linksters start season
with injury, bad· weather
South Fulton, Tenn. McLeary

was not entirely her fault. She
sprained her ankle in a pracstill feels that she can do bet- tice round and was affected by
ter.
the injury.
'"I think I played well, but I
"I had my injury and I couldsaw a lot of places I can n't swing through the ball,"
improve, so that gives me Stevenson said.
BY ToM KIMMEL
The Lady Racers have next
something to look forward to,"
STAFF WRITfl
McLeary said.
week off to regroup and get
Unfortunately for the Lady prepared for the Samford
Despite being hampered by
adverse weather conditions Racers, not everyone had a Invitational in Destin. Fla.
Fans should remember that
and a key injury, the Lady good tournament. Rechelle
Racer golf team was able to Cadwell, a senior from Calvert this is a very young team, in
finish in the upper two-thirds City, freely admits that she more ways than one. Besides
of the Tennessee Tech I did not play to form, but hopes the fact that three of the five
Vanderbilt Invitational last to improve in time for the next starters are freshmen. this is
tournament.
only the second year of exisweekend in Cookville, Tenn.
"I'm going to practice this tence for a women's golf proLeading the way for the
Lady Racers was Angie week and work on the things I gram at Murray State.
Despite the youth, head
Haywood, a senior from didn't do well," Cadwell said.
Murray. Haywood turned in "I'm going to try to get my coach Velvet Milkman is confiMurray State's lowest score, game back where it should be." dent in her team's abilities.
Brandi Stevenson, a fresh"We are definitely on the
with rounds of 83 and 82.
The next best score was men from Rockfield, Ky., also right tr.ack, we are going to be
accompli~hed
by
Mikki played below form at the tour- able to compete this year,"
McLeary, a freshmen from nament, but her performance Milkman &aid.

Haywood leads with low
rounds of 83 and 82 in the
Tennessee TechNanderbilt
lnvitiational where MSU
placed 12th.

is happy with her play, but

Taneka Smith,
BY MICHAEL

D. JoHNSON

STAFf WRITtR

Bodybuilding has always been a sport
dominated by men. Now women are
becoming more interested, and it shows.
Take time every now and then to watch
ESPN on particular nights and you will
see female bodybuilders in competition.
Murray State has an AfricanAmerican female bodybuilder among its
diverse population of students. Meet
Taneka Smith.
Taneka, a 20-year-old junior from
Louisville, has been working out on and
ofT for the past four years.

bodyb~ilder,

"M'any people tried to rear me toward
competing, but I have been trying to
avoid the problems
and stereotypes asso.ciated with female
bodybuilders," she
said.
"I have always been
athletic, and participated in track and
cross country as well
as basketball in high T ANEKA SMIT H
school," she said.
"But·I found my true love in bodybuilding."
Taneka said she sometimes encoun-

h._'

Elana Dechurdv'Guest
Angie Haywood, senior from Murray, lines up a putt and pre·
pares her putting stroke during practice.

gains respect

ters problems when it comes to working
out.
"Female athletes are only accepted to
a certain degree, but when we begin to
cross what's considered male boundaries, you begin to e~counter many
social problems," she said.
"Some of the most difficult things
about being a female bodybuilder is first
getting respect from males in the weight
room, and getting use to the changes
that you see in your body as a woman
while becoming more muscular,"
Taneka said. "It's hard to keep my
female qualities and be respected as a
muscular athlete."

Taneka is very serious about her
bodybuilding. She is so serious that she
will be competing in the Ms. Kentucky
AAU Division of Bodybuilding competition.
"I feel that I have developed the pride
and confidence within myself that now I
feel that I can make this big step and go
into this competition," she said.
In preparing for competition, Taneka
adheres to a rigorous schedule. She
works for Murray State Public Safety,
and has 19 hours of course study.
"Though I have a busy schedule
in itself, my work out consist of two sessions a day, 6 days a week."
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List
brings
ear~y

holiday
Yes, it's that time of year
again, and I'm not talking
about defensive lineman Bill
Christmas.
Theend ~--------~
of summer SPORTS
is
near,
TALK
and
just
in
time
to .,...________-4
beat the MIKE
Christmas 0HSTROM
shopping ~--------------------~
season, here is my Top 5 list
of goodies for Santa to brlng
to the Murray State
University athletic pro~am
for the holidays.
5. More noise at Stewart
Stadium. Not once during
the third quarter of the
home-opening game against
Western Kentucky did the
8,161 Racer fans in attendance get up and cheer their
lungs out, even when the
team came out of the locker
room, down only 18-13 and
right in 'the thick of things.
This year's football team is
quite a collection of athletes
who are on the right track to
success. But when our
Racers run out of inspiration, it is up to us in the
stands to restore their will
to win, despite the fact that
K-mart and Kroger aren't
the greatest backdrop for
watching good football.
Besides, when coach
Houston Nutt gets the program going in full gear, new
stands on the east side ~
soon be in the works, blocking the aforementioned
shopping mall with more
fans-all loud and bloodthirsty for victories.
Let's make Racer Country
rock Saturday when the·
Blue Raiders of Middle
Tennessee come to town.
4. A healthy recovery for
All-American ,
candidate
defensive end Anthony
Hutch, who is out for th e
season after tearing the
anterior cruciate ligament in·
his right knee in the 31·15
win over Eastern lllinois.
The defensive line will sorely miss Hutch's size, speed'
and dominating prescence
on the outside, as he led the
team in tackles last season.
Hutch will have one more
year of eligibility, and I certainly wouldn't want to line
up across from him when he
comes back next season.
S. A big season and a spot
in the National Football
League draft for Waynee
McGowan. The senior tailback is shooting to be the
first rusher since 1978 to
reach 1,000 rushing yards
this season and has the
heart, unselfishness, desire
and receiving ability to find
a niche in the pros. Youjust
can't say enough good things
about this guy.
2. Air conditioning and no
more delays in building the
new
basketball
arena
behind Springer Hall. Racer
Arena is a sauna in the summer, much less during the
basketball season, especially
when you have on six layers
of clothes.
1.
Many Ohio Valley
Conference titles this year.
The men's basketball squad
and the tennis teams
already stand as top contenders, while the Racer
football and volleyball teams
are positioning themselves
as dark horses in their chases after their respective
OVC crowns.
Well, that brings my
Christmas list to an end. I
just hope Santa has a big
enough bag.
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Volleyball Racers fall to Western ,Spol-ts
Notebook
BY MIKE OHSTROM

ASSISTANT
SPoRTS EDITOR
I

Murray State University's
volleyball team returned home
to Racer Arena Tuesday night,
showing much improvement
and grit in a two-hour, 5-game
loss to Western Kentucky,
dropping its record to 4-7.
Kristi Hoffman, who was chosen as the Ohio Valley
Conference's Freshman of the
Week, continued to struggle
with her serving game, but was
otherwise spectacular against
the Hilltoppers, setting up a
game-high 61 assists. Hoffman
leads. the team in assists, with
307, and in digs, with 105. She
is also second on the squad,
with 12 block assists and third

could not get the big points.
in aces, with nine.
Other top-notch preforStill, this contest was a vast
mances came from Sarah difference compared to last
Dearworth, who continued her week's match with Tennessee
dominant play with 23 kills, 12 State, which the team won
digs, four block ·a ssists and two despite its incons.i stent play.
aces, while Gina Buscher and
"I feel that we're pushing a
Elizabeth Spomer showed their lot, but the more we play, the
return to form, responding with less 'up-and-down we'll be,"
14 and 18 kills, respectively. Buscher said. "Our schedule is
Buscher also contributed 17 a lot tougher this season, so
digs on defense.
that should help us out in the
WKU got out of the starting long run."
blocks first, taking the first
Another bright spot was
game 15-11 before the Lady junior college transfer Shelly
Racers bounced back in the Juenger, who totalled seven
next two games, struggling kills, five digs and three blocks
only to win at game point as in limited action. At 6'1",
they rolled 15-8 and 15-11. Juenger is a fearsome force on
However , the Lady 'Toppers the court.
"Anytime you're tall, you're
rebounded 15-8 and 15-11 to
close out the match, as MSU intimidating," Juenger said. "'
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~EBSO~ALS

MSU Gay and Lesbian Student Asaoclatlon. Meets this
week. ForInformation call7624723.

We the ladles of 6l:e would like
to wish everyone a great semaster. 00-000PI

TlfclaandC&rr1e-youdldgreatl
McCuan keep up the good
wolit. Beta Tau's ·what else
can I say? My Ill and grandbaby - I love you! AI.A love +
mine, Kim.

Clyde, Sunday mornings are so
thoughtful. I'll volley w/u anytime.
I'm trying to be more creative,
clever, and outgoing WITH IT.

Who's ready for a mixer? Haw
'bout Co-ed Naked T.P.lngl

Crawford, You can be my honorary member of the week
anytime! Casper

Deb, Thanks for putting up with
me. You're great! Bee.

Queen Funnel, You are the
greatest! Casper

Congratulations to the new
Alpha Kappa Psi Associates!
Good Luck.

ED
PACK
IS
WELL
STACKED!••. (Kinda).

Hey Mr. Tl Have fun with theATeam. Sorry about the tacel
Love, Jennifer.

Bill, You have all my love, Forever. Happy Birthday. MIChele.
Berhow, I thought you were
Norwegian! (Little Puker.)
Mouse

Thank you I1KA for a wonderful PlgOutandtoourcoachesweloveyoul Love the sisters In
A'E.A

C, Happy 2oth. I hope your life
Is full of Lagos. R.

Happy BID DAY everybody!

Jessie, watch out for that
AAA.AAAHt CAASHI .~tree.

1

Larissa Klinker and Ronnie Merritt have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Klinker, a freshman from Goring Oxfordshire,
England, won all three of her singles matches as well as
all three of her doubles matches with teammate Martha
Zimmer as the lady Racer tennis team beat Indiana
State, Evansville, and Louisville in dual meets last week.
Merritt, a freshman linebacker from Russellville,
Ark., had eight tackles to help lead the defense in the
Murray State football team's 23-16 win over Southeast
Missouri State Sept. 17. The defense had their best statistical showing of the year as the Racers held off a lastminute drive by the host Indians to improve to 2~ I.
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don't really think about it. I
just go out and try to do the
best I can."
The squad came back from a
Sept. 16-17 three-game stint in
Ohio , losing 15-8, 15-5 and 157 to Wright State, beating West
Virginia in Dayton 15-10, 15-13
and 15-8 and pushing Xavier to
the brink before falling 14-16,
7-15, 15-6, 17-15 and 15-10.
"We played well. We're just
having
trouble
finishing
games," head coach Brenda
Bowlin said.
The Lady Racers continue
their four-game homestand
Friday at 7 p.m. vs. Eastern
Kentucky
before
facing
Morehead State Saturday at 1
p.m. and Arkansas State Sept.
27 at 7 p.m.
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NOIICE

NOIICE

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Allison Photography: For All
yourPhotographyNeeds.10%
dlscountfor students. Call7538809.

Doesanyone want to share the
drive from Hopkinsville? 889953().

Big Apple Cafe, Puryear, TN;
Now hiring waitresses. Apply
In person after 11 a.m. Must
be 21. 901-247-5798.

HELP WANTED. Individual
$tudentslorganlzatlons to
promote Spring Break Trips.
Earn high dollar commissions
and free trips. Must be
outgoing and creative. call
Immediately 1·800-217-2021 .

FREE MAKEOVER Graham.
Webb International Is looking
for models to represent their
product line. We need models
for the Hell Fall Beauty Show.
FREE PERMS, COLORS,
CUTS AND STYLESII DATE:
September 29th & 30th. TIME:
7:00pmbothdays. LOCATION:
Executive Inn (Lobby Area) 1
Executive Inn Blvd. Paducah,
Ky. ALL WORK PERFORMED
BY GREGG CARYLEI 1993
NORTH AMERICAN HAIR
COLORIST OF THE YEAR &
1994 NORTH AMERICAN
CLASSIC HAIR STYLIST OF
THEYEARII
Join the Concerned College

. M-=~NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

DeaC:IIIne..••••Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30 ~ 4:30
Closed·on weekends and holidays

Republicans, Sept. 28th 4 pm
Currls Cehter.
AK'P 1st Annual Golf "rouma-

ment Oct.1 For lnfonnatlon
Call759-1634.

HELP WANTED
Earn $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! SellS Trips &
Go Freel BestTrips & Prices!
Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica,
Panama CityI Great Resume
Exper1encel1-800-678-63861
CRUISE $HIP JOBSI
Attention: Students. Earn
$2000+ monthly.
Summer?full-tlme. World
Travel. Canibean, Hawaii.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Wor1<ers. No exper1ence.
CALL: (602) 453-4651 .
SPRING BREAK '95- SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREEIII Student Travel
Services Is how hlr1ng
campus representatives.
Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Cancun, Daytona. and
Panama City Beach. Call
t -800-648-4849.

FUNDRAISING Choose from
3 different fundralsers lasting
either s or 7 days. No
Investment Earn $$$ for
your group plus personal
cash bonuses for your self.
C8111·800-932-o528, Ext 65.
COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rate•
subscription cards at this
ca""us. Good Income. For
Information and application
write to: COLLEGIATE
MARKETING SERVICES,
P.O. Box 1436 Mooresville,
NC28115. .
THIS IS IT Make our easy
holiday gifts at home tor our
distributors. $1,000 weekly
possible. No experience.
College Crafts, 1925 Pine
Ave. Nlagta Falls, NY 14301.

Tickets. Rolling Stones. Uberty Bowl, Memphis. Tuesday
Sept. 27th. (901) 243-4801 .
Call This Weekend I $55 each.

BUSINESS SERVICES
TYPING SERVICES. Fast.
ctepenclable. Laser Printer. Call
435-4308 after 5pm.

Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Waterfield Library
Portico
( Rain or Shine!)

AGENCY

~,::-

Ufe
Health
:Annuities

.since 1981

-:-1
1 753-0632 1
614 S. 4th St.

~ {502)
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Carolyn Tibbs

385 Stroud Road
Pirate's Cove Hardin

I
1

anything you want) for

I
1

!
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only $1.
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All you have to do is fill out these 10
lines with 10 words. Bring the form
and $1 to
The Murray Stste News office,
Wilson Hall111,
and we'll put yo~r classified in the
next 1ssue.
Please make sure you do this by 3
p.m. on Wednesday.

II.This offer expires 9/28 at 3 p.m.

•••••••••••••••

Apply in the
SGA office.

©~ @} @ffff0©® ~@lrWD©®@}

"Typing
*Word Processing
*Resumes
*Letters

:
1
1

I

I
I
:
:

1
1
1
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Would you like to apply for security
positions for concerts?
...${)• needs you I

A tradition in service

Tracy D. McKiDney

Take advantage of this
chancetosay
anything (well, almost

I

Help Wanted!!

FAIN INSURANCE
Auto
HQme
Business

:
1
1

I

:

October 3, 1994

LOST&FOUND
RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

:
:
:
:

I

8:30-3:30

HELPWANrEO

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classltieds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Because of your
overwhelming
response, we're
doing it AGAINIII

I
I

University
Libraries

PIORSONAI.S
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

:
:
:
:

I '

Book Sale

INDEX

Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word

21,000 BTU AIRTEMP Air
Conditioner• .Uke Newl Only
$4001 CALL 753-7384.

Advertise!

RATES
With MSU 10: 15¢ per word

FOR SALE

r•••••••••••••··~

For more information
call762-6951

This could be your space to say whatever

*FAX
*Copies
*Transcription

&
~ £,

24-Hour Service Available. Call anytime!!

you want (well, almost whatever you want).
Tal<e advantage of our competitive rates
and take a bite out of the competition!

The Murray State News
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Come See ...
llon•.Prl. 7-6, S.t. f.Noon

MYERS
500 S. 4th St.

lllfl---
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TW&ATID WOOD

Superdeck
9

$.14 G~.

-[;;]I Pl
) · Round
~I

SUPER DECK.
~ISJURI

um6erCo.

{502)753-6450

~

'Oit

S.ht 11.,.. C..h • C.rry
Good Thru 1127194

I

$299

Up

Jf

24 oz.
Ready to Use

-·.

$375

o;::r-·.

While Supplies Last

and

West Wood Warehouse
West Wood at the "Y"
Paris, TN

Monsanto

3 Cu. Pine

Mulch

West Wood Wines & Liquors

Wines & Liquors (901)642-7714
Good Luck Racers
Party Block (901)642-7366

Please bring a copy of the Murray State News with valid MSU JD
to receive a discount
.l!!!w~.l!!!,~.l!!!w~.l!!!,~~,~~w~~-.~.l!!!w~~-.~~.~~,~~.~~w-"1
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Brian Van Hom , president of
the SGA, is in "100 percent
support" of the proposed
Continued from Page 1
With the bleachers moved off changes, even if it means
main basketball court, rather
char ging students an extra
than a permanent wood floor, the floor, games could t ake activity fee.
place simultaneously on each of
as called for in the current
the
eight playing surfaces.
Van Hom said the fee, which
plans.
would
be $6 a semester for full"The first excuse I heard was
"I'm talking
about
a
time
students
and $3 a semesthat the retractable bleachers
University of Kentucky-quality
ter
for
part-time
students,
would scratch the floor,"
portable floor that you can play
would
not
be
charged
to stuAlexander said. "So I looked at
basketball on and later move
dents
until
the
RSEC
is
comone in Indiana that has been
out," he said, noting that some
pleted
in
1996.
used for 10 to 12 years, and it
shows and concerts would
"The last place I want to get
didn't have a mark yet."
require the entire lower level.
The second point of con- the money is from students," be
Estimates place the cost of tention Alexander has respond- said. "But it would make
the proposed ch anges at ed to is how to finance the Murray State more equal to
$500,000.
other institutions t h at have
improvements.
"I've met with faculty,
He said charging students a recreation/wellness centers for
Student Government leaders short-term activity fee only faculty and student use."
and students and have had no would be done in a final
Alexander said the bid
dissenters," he said. "They attempt to get the money. process should be conclu ded by
know it will cost a little more to Instead,
he
hopes
t he December. He hopes construcmake it usable, but we need it." University can apply for grants tion will begin in J anuary.
The facility will be equipped specifically for wellness cen"We're going to push it as
with . retractable bleachers, ters.
hard as we can," he said.
which will make room for boat
and car shows and other
regional events.

FLOOR

KYTECH
Continued from Page 1

That is what Calhoun said he
plans to do.
"They said most all of my
graphic communications courses wou ld transfer," Calhoun
said. "Now, when I get done
here, I'll just have a few Gen.
Ed. courses to finish up."
Calhoun should be able to use

MISSION
Continued from Page 1

Instructional enhancement is
based on continuous program
review and assessment of individual student knowledge and
performance.
It focuses on student-centered learning and states that
development is the primary

his graphic communications
credit toward a degree in
graphic arts, but he will not get
course-for-course credit as most
transfer students do, said
Thomas Gray, chairman of the
graphic arts department.
"They will get block credit
when they apply for a degree
here," Gray said. "We will
select courses they need to take
here in addition to those they
had in technical school."

Gray said that although the
present agreement only specifies credit to be given toward
associate degree programs, he
sees no problem with conferring credit in baccalaureate
programs too.
"Obviously, if they complete
the two-year program, there's
no reason they could not take it
into four," he said. "They have
a strong program, and we'll be
adding to that."

goal of faculty and staff, Booth
said.
He said the mission statement recognizes the varying
roles of the faculty.
"We don't expect all faculty to
do the same things," he said.
"We want them to focus on
their particular expertise."
Additionally, the statement
outlines the University's effort
to actively seek collaborative

ventures with other institutions of higher education , businesses and schools.
"We've never specifically
emphasized collaborative ventures, but we've always encouraged them," he said.
Assisting the region with
research and service and promoting the support of economic
development were also added
to the new statement.
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You know what your business is doing, but does everyone else know? ...,..
What is your competition doing to your business? Take action NOW!!!
~
Advertise in The Murray State News.
~

Judicial
Board
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The brothers of the

~eeting
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Thursday, Sept. 29 5 p.m.
In the Curris Center,
Barkley Room

Sept. 26, 27 Inforinational materiats\~ili~ be avallable
Sept. 28
.:New·donor registration· ~d:·q\aestions will
··be answered 6y Ms~ ~ Sharon Luvene
of the NMDP- regioOW center in
Memphis, TN

;

Call your Papa and ask for the
Anyway You Go ... Go In Comfort, Quallty, &: Style.
Fall Sale On Running. Hiking, &: Walking Shoes.

RACER SPECIAL
one large
one topping

$5.99

MEN
+ tax

Reg.

44.99

Air Pegasus

69.99 •

49.99

10706 Attrek

6999

54.99

lcarius

5999

44.99

69.99

44.99

Nfke 104021· 441

R•bok

Nlke 10<1029-101

.-------,-------,--------,

1 One Small
1 Two Small 1 Family Special 1
Large with the "Works" I
I Two Toppings 1 Cheese Piuas 1 One
& One Large Two Toppings
I
$
~
I $
~
I
$}3 ~
I

I
I
I

4

+ tax

Addltlonal lopptngt 70t each
Not valid wtth any other coupon
Vlllld only at participating stora

I
II

6 ;;ax

Adclitlonal toppings 70t ueh
Not vabd wtth any othar coupon
Valld only at participating •toru

I
II

+ tax
Adclitlonlll topping• 70t ..c:n
Not VAlid wtth any other coupon
Valid only at participating stores

I
II

L------ ~ JL------~-------~
NOW HIRING DRIVERS!
Flexible Hours and Competetive Wages
Apply in Person

NM Balanct

s•

A Wlndrunner 64,99

Nlke 10<1031· 581

FAST FREE DELIVERY
753-6666

WOMEN

M66S8R 665

Nlke 182003-110

Essential

5999

49.99

Nlke 185034·201

Tumalo

75.00

59.99

Nlke 185034· 401

Tumalo

75 .00

59.99

Nlke 185041 · 201

A Khyber II

94all

74 .99

::::·=·

Nlke.,106021t151
'<

'::{.·::·:·::·::::·::~f'

~

P.. Alr
Pegasu•
:·=;;
.
, _,

6UMI

••'f..

:::·:

:=::

s..
49.99 . ··::;.:

&t.~

49.99

·: . $4.~

42.99

'59.99

44.99

R•ebok 2268$ · fltne.. ,· Glide ,...., :/

51).99

Supreme
Nlk• 1a503~2o1 Tumalo

44.99

7500

59.$9

16.00

59.99

6500

49.99

.

R~kpOt1 W71 08 Pro Walker BLK

Nlke 18503S.401

rumalo

RHbott 23490

vit~~rt 11

··:·:

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING
GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray, Ky. • 753-8844 • M·Sat. 9-6 • MCNISA

